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1.
- I P I & dels

Abstract 
-

This research presents results regarding the develop~ nt of an In-

fonnaticri processing theory of the j tx~g~~ental process In which indivi-

duals engage while rating their peers. ~~~ approach taken was to utilize

protocol tracing net~~ds to construct decision process models of tx~ In-

dividuals rate their peers on seven widely used socicnetric questions.

The protocols revealed that individuals evaluated their peers along five

¶ primary behavior categories: (1) ?titual Influencing, (2) Categorizing/

&zmiarizing, (3) Social-Directive, (4) Quanitity of Verbal Ccznminicaticzi,

and (5) Listening. Models for each socicretric question were constructed

and tested by caiparing the models ’ prediction with the actual

grc*ip peer ratings. Using first order ncdels only, high rank correla-

tia~ (r 8 range up to 1.00) were obtained between the peer rankings pre-

dicted by the n~xIe1s and the actual peer rankings. - Iziplications of

the results to research on person perception and the attr ibution of

leadership are also discussed. -
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2.
• IP Ycdels

Decision Process Models of p~~r_NQnjnatj cn~*

Introduction

In their revie~, of the literature on peer naninations, Lewin and

Zweny (1976) conolu~ed that “peer ratings have been wpirically shc~ n

to have high validity in the prediction of diverse future performaz~~
criteria ” (p. 423) . They noted a lack of tI~~ ry in this area, and

that there was a need for an explanatory theory of the actual peer

rating process. FoU~ iing the research paradigm prcposed by Le~zin and

Zweny (1976) , eeipirical descriptive~~redictive n~~e1s of the peer nani-

nation process are derived. Utilizing protocol tracing mathods, de-

cision process n~~els were constructe~I of the t1~ ught prooess individuals

~~~age in while rating their peers on seven widely used sociaietric ques-

tions.

‘This research was supported by Research Grant No. N00014-76-C-007 
-

frm the Office of Naval Research.

The authors wish to ackncw].edge Daniel Bamnaji an and Linda Meyer for

their assistame in scoring the videotapes and statistical calculations . on

the data . The ocntribution of thexyl &gers in the manuscript preparation

is also greatl y appreciated.
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3.
IP~~~iels

Protocol Tracing~ and Information Processing t’kdels

Part of the difficulty in developing a xxdel of decision process

behavior ~~res fran the ~~pirica1 procedures often ~ tployed. In pre-~
vious research on decision behavior, the subject is viewed as a “black

In other words • focus has been directed t~~ard the end product

of the decision process and not on the actual process of t~ w the sub-

ject reached the decision. The question always r~iains as to what infor-

mation is being processed in the subject ’s mind?

Slovic and Licthtenstein (1971) , in their review of the literature

dealing with the modelling of htrnan decision making, ccu lu~&1 that:

“The evidence to date seens to indicate that subjects are processing

infoz:mation in ways fundanentally different... (fra n thcee of the tradi-

tional regression aid Bayesian approaches] . . . .we will have to develop

new models aid different nethods of expethtentaticn.” (p. 729) . They

suggest a pranising strategy for the develop~ent of a theory of

hunan judgenent - - the technique of cognitive process n~~ie1ling .

‘11w theory aid aipirical research on information processing can be

tra~~ 1 to the work by Newell, Sh~~ aid Siiion (1957) , Their theory is

built on the prenise that such processes as thought, verbal behavior ,

aid prthlen solving behaviors are perforn~ 1 as s ential Information

processing steps . These “elenentazy processes” consist of such opera-

tions as: storing information in familiar synbols or “chunks” , re-

triev ing it , moving it , generating transforn~ 1 data , cxmparing b~o sym-

bols for e~uality, aid associating ~~o syirbols. In other words, these

eletentary processes are sirple logic manip~ilations of strings of data .

— -- - - -—-~-----—----- - --~--~--~---— 
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4.
IP t&x3els

The basis of cognitive process modelling theory is that indivi-

duals solve a problen by first developing a prthlen space -- a psycbo-

logical representation of the task envirament. Intelligence, the in-

formation available to an individual fran his nu ory, aid the objective

task envirorinent determine the problem space. Th~ space is

searched for a solution by moans of a program, that is, the in-

dividual will operate upon his infonnaticm until he achieves his goal.

The furdanental limitation on this solution process is the ability of

the iNltvidual to store data In a dynamic (quickly alte rable ) n~~nory .

Newell and Simon (1972) conclude that individuals cannot store more

thai~ five to seven sy!rbols in a dynamic n~~ory ; therefore, one expects

to find no more than five to seven dimensions to a problem which will

be considered , no matter what its catplexity. Actually, individuals

usually consider fewer than five aspects of a problem. Newell et.al.

(1972) contend that abetracticns fran “reality” characteristically in-

volve perhaps only ~~o synbolic representations at any given tine.

- Cognitive process prograns are constructed fran Information eli-

cited by a subject while performing a task. Ore nethcxl of collecting

this information is by obtaining a verbal self-report fran the subject

as he solves a problem. This record of the subject ’ s reported thought

process is kn~~n as a p~otocol, The value of this method of obtaining

the decision process behavior , has been notes by SImon (1976) : “ ....( a]

technls~ue, , , ,used to increase the density of observations of the infor—

mation-processing system stream (is) recording think-aloud protocols of

t~e problem solver’s verbalizations during his activity. ” (p. 28) . 
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5.
IP t.~dels

Similarly Payne (1976) , in an analysis of the various ncdels of deci-

sion making, ax~ 1uded that asking subj ects to “think aloud” while mak-

ing their decisions, prcwides valuable insights into the Information

processing strategies which led a subject to make a particular choice.

~~iell (1966) has developed a methodology for the analysis of protocols

based upon antent analysis. His pro~~~ure a].lc*ris for the discovery of

the patterns of thought which underlie behavior.

Tte strategy used in this study was to derive descriptive/predictive

1T~~els of the p~~r rExninaticm prcx~ess usi~g protocol tracing techniques.

In other words, this a~ç roath involves developing deci~ion process thepries

fran an analysis of the data - verbalized stata~ents of the subjects’ thought

processes obtained while ma~cing ~ctua1 peer judg~~~nts.

~~tJx~d

The procedure used in this study was adapted fran Akula (1969) .

The experimental envl ror~ient sirulated managerial decision making.

• Subjects were organized into ten severr~persa1* teanE assumir.g the role

of management consultants in a project staff inesting. The nature of the

task rsjuired the team nenbers to analyze a hypot hetical catpany, des-

c~ibed in a general manageent case, aid prepare preliminary reccimenda’-

t.tons to the ca~~ ny.

*~~rJ~j p 6 was cxxr~posed of five neith ers , and Group 9 hai s x  marbers.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-
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6.
IP Models

Subjects

The 67 paid ‘volunteers were ~n~dergraduate students at Duke Univer-

sity. The sex mix was not controlled resulting in a raidan distrthu-

tion of males aid f~~~les for each of the ten test teane. Prior ac-

quaintanceship ~~~ minimized as nuch as possible . However , two friends

did participate in the same group in two of the test sessions .

Stinuli

The stI~uli was a peer evaluation questionn aire , It consisted of

seven itai~ selceted fran those that }lollaider (1965) , Weitz (1958) , aid

~~ac~w~n (1964) , found to be valid predictors of managerial suocess and

future perforsence. The questions wore as follows:

1. ~~~ would you prefer to go to for help on a tough

problem? ($.~itz)

2. Who is pulling nost for the group? C~eitz)

3. ‘~‘a~ is best at handling people? (Weitz)

4. Who has the nost ability to think critically aid

analytically? (1~xtdnan )

5. With wham can you work best? (Weitz)

6. Who shows the greatest i 1e~~~dence of thought? (Roalman)

7. Who has the best c~r,”r~tli leadership qualities? (1~ &in~an)

Subjects were asked to exclude themselves aid rank the non~bers in their

group fran first to last on each of thiS’ questions.

Alti~~gh the set of questions in the Ixer rating instr r ent con-

sisted of seven iteii~ , each questionnaire booklet contained only six

of the seven soc.icm~tric neasures, with one question systematically

a~ittod fran each booklet. The procedure was constructed in such a way

that the subjec t would have an unfamiliar question for which to give a

protocol. In order to achieve an equal rnmt,er of protocols for all

seven me~-isurcs, the anitted question altonw~ted in e.ich bcoklc’t.

—— — _
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7.
IP ttx~els

Prceedure*

Subjects were seated in a semi-circle facing the videotape can~ra.

Eac*~ nw~ag~~ent sinulaticxn consisted of six phases:

(1) S ubjocts received an orientation. They were

told that they were involved in an exercise

examining how a group approaches an unstruc-

tured prthlem situation. Each phase of the

exercise was briefly described and they were

inforn~x~ that their group discussion would be

videotaped.

(2) A general n~rnag nt case describing a hypo-

thetioal cu~ any was distributed with appr oxi-

mately 20 minutes allotted for individual read-

ir~ of the case.

(3) Subjects wore told that they were to convene

as a project staff ireeting to prepare prelimi—

naxy recaTnendations to the hypothetical ca~pany .

To insure that no one was predesignated as the

group leader, they ‘,*~re infornixi that the pro-

ject team leader was called away on urgent busi-

ness. The videotape was started aid the dis-

CUSSIC1I) was terminated after 30 minutes.

(4) The videotape of the group discussion was re-

played for the purpose of letting the sub-

jects see how they functioned as a group aid

to refresh their n~~iories as to what was said.

*For cari~lete details set.’ Lewin arid h~ynun (1977) .

— —  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ - -



8.
IP !~txIels

(5) Interest in the replay was usually lost within

15 minutes, wherein the peer evaluation instru-

n~nt was distributed aid cci~pleted.

(6) After the questionnaire was c~~pleted, each

subject was taken into a separate office for

the purpose of providing a protocol. At the

start of the session permission was cbtained

for recording the protocol. ~~~ ~u !j~ct was

told t~~ t the researchers ’ main interest was

in the thought process involved in making a de-

cision. He or she would be asked to think aloud ,

to verbalize his thoughts , as he ranked his group

ITE~rbers on axx ther question (the scciciietric emitted

from his questionnaire booklet) . He was instruc-

ted to say whatever cane into his mind, IxMever

silly, impolite , irrelevant, frag n~ ntdry or Un- —

inportant. In addition, the subject was advised

that whenever he should fall silent for nere than

a nce~nt , he would be asked “ to please ta lk.. .. “

A practice ques ti on was given to fami liarize

the subjec t in verbalizing his or her thoughts . The

practice session included a review pointing out

where , and how, the subject failed to report verba lly

his entire chain of thoughts. The relevant experi-

nental socic*~etric question was then presented,

ar~ the subject was told to exclude hin~ elf and rank

the mothers in his group f raw first to last , ver-

balizing everything that he is thinking.

— 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



9.
IP W,dels

~~ring the subject ’s verbal report, the

researcher would take ncth of what ap~ear&

to be rv ncperational stata~ents or code ~~rds

for cxx~plete thought process strings which the

subject would verbalize in his evaluations. Ex—

arpl es are the use of ca1e wards s~x~h as “intel-

ligent,” “ friendly , ” etc . The q)eraticnal

neetings of these words or phrases were explored

with the subject at the conclusion of the ses-

sion, then he or she was debriefed aid paid.

1~ sults

Protocol Analysis

A caiplete transcript of the verbal reports given by each subject

was made. Using the procedure suggested by Newell aid Sison (1972) ,

the protocoLs were broken into short phrases each representing the sub-

ject ’ s asses~ tent of how he or she was ranking a person a particular way.

according to Newell aid Silm n (1972) , breaking verbal protocols into

~ nall phrases “goes a long way towards isolating a series of unanbigulous

‘measuremmts’ of what information tie subject had at particular tines.”

(p. 166) .

Orx~e the protocols were isolat ed into short phrases, they were

analyzed for operational and nc*~ç)erationa1 information processing des-

___________________________________________________________________________ - - —~~~~ -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~
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10.
I P P~~els

criptors of the subject ’s thought process. C~erational descriptors 0

refer to statatents about behavior which are tangible, thsexvab le aid

measurable. For exai~ple, the statei~nt “agreed with me” is defired

as cpe-ational because it ~~~notes a specific agree ment , which can be

reliably scored . it is also pcssible to signify agreement with a non-

verbal ccminication which can also be reliably scored (e.g. head ned-

ding) . However, the statai~~it “he seem~~I pers onable ” is considered to

be a rcix~perational verbal descriptor. It does not suggest any spe-

cific behaviors which the person being described, engaged in , that make

him “personable.”

Group Videotape Content J nalysis

Fran the analyses of the protocols , 18 verbal content categories*

(information chunks) were identified, (e.g. gives direction , stnnw arizes ,

asks questions, etc.) ‘flese categories — suggested by the protocols as

being the chunks of information used by an individual in making a decision
- 

— were then used as the basis for analyzing aid scoring the content of

the videotaped group interactions . Initia lly, only verbal cxmnunications

were content analyzed aid scored . It became evident , however , that sub-

jects were also processing a var iet~’ of nonverbal cues for which no opera-

tional definitions were avai lable . Subjec ts for exan~ple evaluated the ex-

tent to which other group rr~ thers were “ listening ” , seemed “cçen and re1axed’~
aid so forth . A study of the nonverba l literature (Kr~app, 1972; Mehrabian,

1972) indicat ed that nonverbal dimensions (e.g. responsi veness , dard~nance,

imm ediacy etc.) could be reliably scored and thereby significantly increase

the subset of information being processed by the subjects .

*Not all content eate ries appeared in every protocol. see ~~~~~ (1977) for
a ccir~ lete description of the verbal aid nonverbal content categories . •0 

- 
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IP Model.s

Searching the record of- the verbal transactions for these content

categories in each group videotape involved three steps:

1) A seguential list of the order of speakers was

made by two thservers who independently recorded

this information, af ter which the t~~ lists were

cross checked aid reconciled.

0 
2) The audio of each videotaped discussion group was

transcribed and the verbal criments were analyzed

aid scored as to which content category they be-

longed. For example, the statø~ent “Yes I agree ,

aid what you said could also apply to M~rkeUng

because.... ” , would be scored as an ag~e~rcnt ,

and as building on a previous statement.

3) The videotape was scored for nonverbal crmminications,

(e.g. head zxx3ding, listening, ey~i contact, etc.).

It was viewed with and without sound for greater

a~ oentration on the nonverbal expressions (fleim~nn &

He1i~ann , 1972) . These categories were indepen-

dently scored by two thservers. *

Fran this record of the ccm nications, each individuals’ contri-

butia~s were extracted and summed. In other ~vrds, for each subject a

recxrd was n~ Ie of the nuither of tines he agreed,, disagre~-d , expressed

an opinion, etc. This data was then used as inputs to the peer rank-

ing medels for predict ing 1~~ a s~.t,ject ~~uld be rated on each socio-

metric by the group.

*Thc nvxlian inter ra tcr agrna~int was .98 with a range of 964 to .998.

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~=
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12.
IP ?~ de1s

Decisia, Process !~ de1s

No a priori models of the subjects ’ decision behavior were postulated

in this research. The protocol trac ing nethedology is intended to provide

process descriptions of 0 the information processing strategies a~ployed by

subjects while evaluating their peers. It was expected that a content

analysis of the descriptors (operational and nonoperational), thtained fran

the decatposition of each protocol , wou].d identif y a few key dimensions

which subjects considered in evaluatin g their peers . Based on prior re-

search and a review of the literature (Lewin aid Zwany, 1976) it was ex-

pected that these dimensions ~~uld be situationally cciiu~~ for a particu-

lar socionetric question. In other ~oids, we expected to identi fy a cam-

- mon pattern of theught which was shared by the Duke subjects when evalua-

ting their peers on a particular socicietric question.

The developtent of the node is involved identifying the information

chunks being processed, and the decision rules for cc~~ining these pieces

of information used to make predictions of the group peer rankings.

From the extracted information chunks of the protocols, several re-

airring thenes were gleaned . A frequency analysis of these phrases sug-

gested the follc~dng pri mary factors : (1) a Mutual Influencing exchange

(MI ) , (2) having the ability to Listen (L) , (3) the Quanti ty of Verbal

CcmTunication (
~~~), (4) engaging in a Social-Directive role (S-D) aid

(5) Categorizing and Sunmnarizing information (C/S) . 0

‘ft ~ Mutual Influence factor is identified by the existence of three

behaviors: (1) a give aid take exchange, (2) having the ability to listen ,

aid (3) not being overly dogmatic or aggressive in ones views. A give

aid take exchange is represented in the pro t000ls* for example, by the

following uiderliz~~ descriptors:

*For a sample of a ccmplete protocol transcript see Lewin (1977) .

0 
-
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IP &)dels

.. he can expound a bit mor~ inteUiger~4y

cnn ~ ideas.

There is a give aid take between us. -

S2: We were jo intly_fiidi~g solutions.

53: I agree with what she said ,

but I could pe~suade her to my way of thinking scitetines,

if we dis reed. 
-

The descriptors in a give aid take exchange inclu~e those which indicate

agreenent, disagree~ent aid bui)s3.ing on anothers idea. 
-

The listen ing aspect of the inutaul influencing process is evident

in the following descriptors :

0 S1: He responds to what people~~~y~
and draws iTry thoughts into the group.

S2: She’s willing to listen to you,

aid I don’t think she ’d dominate 
-

or restrict me fran adrBng my side..

It is logical that in order to have give and take , each person involved

in the discourse must be a listener as well as a contributor to the

0 
discussion.

FoUcMing Bi,keach’ s (1954) definition of dogmatism, the dogmatic

person can be described as closed-minded , rigid , and intolerant of other ’s

opinions especially when they differ fran his own beliefs . This quality

was evirlent nonverbally through such cues as rigid ~xdy posture, crossed

arme, leaning backward outside of the group, etc . These persons were per-

ceived as being cold, aloof , and not open to persuation. Dogmatism aid

aggression was descr ibed in the protocols by such verbal descriptors as:

~~~~~~- 
_ _ _ _ _  -~~~~~~~:~ ~~~ 

-

~~~~~
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14.
IP Models

S1: ~~~~~~~ interrupts

S2: He was overly a~~~~ssive and dominated the

conversation.

S3: I felt like he would cate d~~~j~ard_

on soneones negative opinions,

aid he wouldn’t be tactful when he disagreed.

This rigid , aggressive, and dogmatic quality was primarily scored through

the nonverbal cues by two independent cbservers ; it was then carbined with

the count of verbal state ents of disagreenent, agreement, aid building

expressed by a subject to thtain the final Mutual Influence score.

Mutual Influence was found to be of primary inportance in the socio-

metric “With whom can you work best?” The existence of give and take,

listening, and the absence of dogmatic-aggressive behavior are all can-

bined in the decision of the peer rankin~ on this question . This factor

was also found to be important in the protocols on “Whan would you go to

for help on a tough problem?”, “Who is best at handling people?”, aid “Who

shows the best overall leadership qualities?” Curiously enough, however, the

cX*Tponents of give and take and listening were represented , but little

mention was made that the restrictive nature of the dogmatic-aggressive m di- 0

vidual was undesirable on these three socicinetrics. Therefore, the Mutual

Inf luence score used on these three socianetrics included the give aid take

exchanges only .

- The factor of Listening was apparent in both the verbal aid nonverbal

connu nicat ions. It is revealed verbally , for example , in the following

exerpts fran the protocols: 
-

S1: She listened aid spoke. -

S2: He didn’t ihterrppt when saneone else

was talking.

— 

-- 

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- ~~~

- - -
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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Nonverbal cues inc1~xie eye contact, head ~Mtii ng, leaning forward to-

ward the speaker , etc. Listening was scored by two Independent obser-

ver s w~~ viewed the videotapes without the sound (Heiinann & Heimar in , 1972)

in order to focus more cloeely on the nonverbal cues. The Listening fac-

tor was found to be particularly important in the sociatetrics “Whom

would you go to for help on a tough prcb len?” , and “Who is pulling most

for the group?”

The factor of Cate gorizing or Sunnarizing is exeiplified by the

fol]Dwing descriptors:

S1: I would say sanething

aid she seened able to draw it together,

. . .L iJeI ’d cane out with generalizations 0

aid she’d categorize it

aid put it sort of into a pocket ,

S2: He was able to k_at both sides of the

situation and reach a conclusion.

Each time a subject mule a statement which tied two ideas together,

review what had already been said, etc. , it was scored as a Catagori-

zing/&unriarizing behavior . This factor was most frequently expressed

in the socicitetric “Who has the most ability to think critically and

analytically?”

The factor of the Quanity of Verbal Cczmunication (QS~ ) is described

in the protocols by sixth descriptors as: 0

He taik& the most

S2: She had the most ideas, she contributed the nest, 

-~~~ ‘ - - -
- 

-- 
- 

- -
- - - - 

- 
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This factor was scored fran a count of the ntmter of utterances made by

each subject. A finer classification of the QYC was made using the

ntither of cpinions stated by an individual as a subset. This meas~~e

of verbal participation proved to be a more significant measure aid

thetefore, was used whenever “talkative” appeared frequently in the

protocols on a particular socicinetric. This factor was found to be

important in making peer rankings on the socianetrics “Who is pulling

rivet for the group?” and “Who has the most ability to think critically

aid analytically?”

¶ftbe Social-Di rective factor characterizes the individual who

organizes aid gives direction to the group, - and accoI!plishes thi s

in a socially acceptab le manner. A peizson ranking high 0

on this dimension organizes the group and structures its problem solv-

ing process , and at the same time is sensitive to the other group rr em-

bers . This incl~x1es listening, drawing others out , not imposing one’s

will, etc. These behaviors axe jUusti~ated ,th the following descriptors:

S1: He started~the whole discussion off

aid ~q~t things ~oin~ at the beginning .

He gave the group structure,

told us when to move on, -

ass4g~~d someone to take notes ,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ es~~~~o1~~~ of the group

and of people who weren’t ta1k~ng

to draw them out. -

He pushes his ideas over in a pleasant ~~~,

and when he spoke we listened .

S3: She didn’t j~st sit back all the Ume 
0

but she wasn ’t beHgeren t

in ç~çpressir~ her views either.

I. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

--- -

~~~~~

-- --

~~~~ 
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This par~~~ter was scored by a~~ ining two factors. First, each n~ it~er

was ranked on Direction. This inclt~led a count of the verbal cumu.inica-

tions which organized and gave structure to the problem solving process

of the group (i.e. keeping the group on track, categorizing and sumari-

zing information, taking a ca~prehensive view of the situation, etc.)

Second, each n~ rber was ranked on Listening by two independent obser-

vers as described previously. Because it was not possible to determine

~~ecifically what is meant by “socially acceptable” behavior, the ronver-

bal Listening factor was used as a surrogate measure. It represents such

qualities as attentiveness aid consideration of other group members.
— Social-Directive descriptors appeared most frequently in the protocols

on the socicrretrics “Who was pulling most for the group?” , “Who is best

at handling people?” , aid “Who sha~s the best overall leadership qualities?”

The primary factors which were employed in the models for each socio-

metric question aid the frequency with which these factors occur ed in the

protocols are summarized in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here
~~~~~~~~~— —

Altbough our objective was to obtain both the information chunks

and the decision rules used in making the peer judg~~ ?nts, analysis

of the protocol s identified only the information categories aid did not -

lnlicate to us hcw the chunks were carb ined . Therefore , a simple tin-

weighted additive rrixlel was appl ied .

- - — - 

- 

A 

- 
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~~~ su~~~ss and accurac~y of linear models employed in a variety of

ocntexts has been well recognized (Slovic & Lichtenstein , 1971; Dawes &

(brr igan, 1974; Einhorn & Hogarth, 1975; and Simon, 1976) . Warous and

Lawler (1972 ) for example, conducted an experiment testing nine models

of job satisfaction. They conc1ix~ed that the simplest unweighted ntx~el

of job satisfaction was as gcod aid in several cases better than the

n~x]els where facet satisfaction was weighted by importance.

The application of linear decision rules can be illustrated using

the socicmetric question “Who would you prefer to go to for help on a

tøi h probl em?” Once the primary par ameters are identified fra n the

protocols, in this case they are Mutual Influence aid Listen ing, the

decision rules for peer rankings would be to: (i) rank each group mom-

0 ber according to the additive score of “agre ements, ” “disagre ements ” ,

aid “building ” , since these factors cci’rpo se the Mutual Influen ce parameter;

(ii) rank the group maiters on the nonverbal cuas indicating Listening;

and (iii) cxzthine the two rankings. This final ranking is then statis-

tically compared to the actual aggregate group rankings. Similar ranks

were developed for each sociaietric question .

Testing the tvbdels

Based on the information processing ru]es illustr ated above , pre-

dictions were made for each group as to their rank order on each of the

sociaretric questions . The Speaxman rank correlation bet~~en tix~ model

predictions aid the actual peer rankings was calcula ted for each socia~~tric 
0

question. Table 2 sum~arizes the results. The r~ values are shcwn for

the .prot Ocol analysis derived model, ~nd an alternative model -- those

instances where another model proved to be equally as good or bette r .

- --  - - - —~~ - 0~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- -- —~rn
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Insert Table 2 about here

Overall, the predictive rx~~ r of the models developed fran the

protocol analysis is high. It appears, hcMever, that for two of the

sociat~ trics equally good or better predictors are obtained using siit~-

pler nodels than those derived fran the protocols analysis . For example,

the model using the Listening factor by itself appeared to be better for

the socicrretric “Wno would you go to for help on a tough problem?” Using

the criteria that the higher the Spearman r values the better the rank

correlations, six of the nine grcupe had higher r values using this

simpler model over the protocol derived model which was cczmposed of the

Listening aid Mutual Influence factors . Also, model using the Quantity

of Verbal Cannuni cat ion factor only, appeared to be superior to the

proto col analy sis rr ixiel for the sociatetric ‘Tho has the ability to think

most critically aid analyti cally?”

The Spearma n rank correlation is a good indicator of a model ‘ s pre-

dictive pcz~er for a particular group, hc~iever , it is not sufficient ly

sensitive to make a choice between models, for - a sociare t~ic~

over all grou pe in general . This is due to the fact that the £ ~ 
is

calculated for each irKitvidual group an4 thus the models are not evalu-

ated over all of the groupe in the aggregate. One method to determine

which models (the alternate or protocol derived ) are best oyer all groups

is to perform a caiparative frequency analysis of the iroclel deviations

fran the actual aggregate peer rankings. Using the same data , a calcu-

laticn is made of the frequency for which there was a perfect match be-

tween a l odel aid the actual aggregate peer ranks, ove~al1 groupsf where

the model preciti on was off by one adjacent rank , off by two ranks1 etc .

In selecting which model is best on a particular socionetric, the cri-

ten on might be that model which minimi zes the overall deviations~ Table

- 

— 

- - 
- . 

0 0 0 0  
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3 s~jmanizes the rank deviations for each socianetric models, aid those

instances where appropriate , for the alternative model. ‘fl~ stan of the

squared deviations is least for those n~xiels which are starred. This

method supports the results found previously, indicating that the xrcdels

with the highest r scores also have the least squared deviations and are

therefore superior over all groups.

In ert Table 3 about here

- 
‘i~~se models, derived through protocol analy sis, are predictive of

the behaviers in which an individual W ou].d engage in order to be ranked

high on a particular sociciretri c by his or her peers . For example , a

subject ranked high on “~~o would you prefer to go to for help on a

tough prc blan?” would often engage in behaviors which indicate nonverbal

listening (e.g. head nodding, ~~xx~ eye contact , etc.). To be ranked high

on the socianetric “Who is pulling most for the group?” a subjece would

have to ta lk frequently aid give dir ection to the group while being con-

siderate of the other group me~nbers (e.g. drawing others out , listening ,

etc. ) In order to be regarded as “best at handling people,” an indivi-

dual would not only have to give direction in a socially aoceptable manner ,

bet he/she would also have to engage in mutu al influencing exchanges with

other group nenters - (e.g. give aid take as seen by agreeing, disagreeing

and beilcling on previou s stata~ nts) . The group nent’er who express es the

most nuiter of opinions would be judged by his peers as havin g “the most

ability to think critical ly and analyti cally . ” The model for the socio-

metric “Wi th whan can you work best?” indicated that the group nuth er who

_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  J~~~~~~~~~~ — --~~ - ~~~~~~ —---— — 
~~~~~~-“~~-~~~ ~ 00__ 
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frequently engages in mutual influencing exchanges with the other members

aid does not att~ npt to dcrninate or restrict the discourses is ranked

highest by his or her peers. Finally, to be considered as having the

“best overall leadership qualities” a subject ~‘x,uld have to organize and

direct the group, aid have a mutual inf luencing relationshi p with the

majority of the other group members.

—
- 

- 
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Discussion

‘1~~ results to-date can be viewed as strongly supportive of the

experimental approach taken in this research. The protocol der iyed models

appear to capture the essential information being processed by the subjects ,
and they are basically supportive of the human pr cblem solving theory pro -

posed trj Newell aid Simon (1972) . The effectiveness and simplicity

of these information process ing models -- with regards to the few aid

q~erationaUy defined variab les — are encouraging as to their potential

implications for decision process modeling research on other prcblem s of

person percept.tcn within an organizati on (e.g. managerial selection and

asses~~~nt) .

Surprisingly , it app ears that even simpler pr edictive peer rating

models exist than those derived fran the protocol analysis; particularly

in those instances where nonverba l cannjnicaticn is a prima ry factor .

For all of the socicit~trics, (except for the question concerning critical

aid analytical thinking) the processing of nonverbal cues was a cn.icial

xxent in forming a judgment. For exançle, the pri mary par amater ,

as indicated by the protocols , for the sociciretric “With wham can you work

best?” is t’k tual Influence. This factor combines information obta ined

fromi pro cessing (1) verbal communications (i.e. those interactions which

connote give aid take : agreements, disagreements , and building) ; and -

(2) nonverbal ccvitunications (i.e. dogmatic-aggressive characteristics:

rigid body posture , poor eye contact , no head nodding, etc.) Table 4

sha~s the r scores for the t4itual Influence factor first cx:zvputed

using the verbal give aid take camunications only, and second with the

nonverbal dogmatic—aggressive behaviors added.

L - - - 
- - 

~~~~
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Inse rt Table 4 about here

It is clear fran the increase in the significance of ~~~ values

when the nonverbal camunications are included in the Mutual Influence

score, that nonverbal cues are Lrnportant pieces of inf ormation consider ed

by the subjects. Using a two-tai led t test the two series of values

are significantly differen t at the .01 level.

A possible explanation for the dcminance of nonverbal information

in these IP models may be obtain ed fram a further examination of the

group situation itself. In sucth a grc*ip discussion with six othe r in-

dividuals to interact with and judge, it is possible that an infon~~tion

overload may be occuring. For example, in order for a subject to rank

the six im~rbers of his group on the sociametric “With wham can you work

best?” he/she would have to (1) recall the give aid take exchanges , i.e.

hcx~ many tines each n~~rber agreed, disagreed aid built on his ideas : (2)

recall the various nonverbal cues elicited by each rr~~ber indicating dog-

mati~ n , aggression and listening; (3) add this -to his count of give aid

take exchanges; and (4) finally arrive upon a ranking for all six ~~~nh~rs.

Therefore, it s~~ ns likely that , in such an information rich environ—

sent , a subject makes an attr ibution on a person’s ranking on these socio-

metrics using nonverbal information ~s a surrogate for processing a detailed

account of all the verbal transactions. It is possible that persons form

opinions of their peers early in the cannu nicati on aid rely thereafter

primarily on the nonverbal , rather than the verbal , information. Prior

research has shcwn (lewin , Dubno , & 1%kula, 1971; flollanier , l956a , 1957 ,

1965) that valid and re liable peer evaluations are obtainable in relatively

brief interaction times. This is an interesting research question which

needs to be further explored .

- - 
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Listening behavior a~~ears in the literature in two forn~ , as a

- nonverbal ccsrtmunication (e.g. Knapp , 1972; Mehrabian , 1972; Nierenberg

& Calero, 1977) , and as a verbal ccmnunication (e.g. Bavelas, 1948; Leavitt ,

1951; Thibaut & Kelley, 1959; MacKenzie, 1966a. 1966b) . Though previous

research typically is focused on only one form of listening, it is evi-

dent fran our study that subjects perceive and process both aspects of

listening , are able to distinguish between verbal and nonverbal cotmu.ini-

cat ions of listening, and applied the two forms depending upon the situa-

tional context . The protocols indicated that the verbal forir -f listen-

ing - deduced , for example , fran mutual influenc ing exchange~ . is In-~por—

tant in other to obta in a high ranking on the socicv~trics , 
- 

“With whczn

can you work best? ” and “Who shcws the best overall leadership qualities?” ,

while nonverbal listening cues, such as eye—contact, head nodding, and body

positioning, were found to be particularly important in determ ining the

peer rankings on “Wham would you go to for help on a tc&~gh pr cblam ?”

~nother important finding is the cciwonal ity of the und er lying IP

models for the socian~trics. ()~r results den~nstrat e the existence of

shar ed inVlicit models among the subjects of our study . The existence

of s~~h shared models of behavior has been previ ously suggested by other

researchers (e.g. Secord, Dukes & Bevan, 1954 ; Bun , 1967 ; L~~in , Dubno &

Akula , 1971) , though it has never been empirically da~onstrated.

CX~&r research findi ngs arc also relevant to the literature doscrib -

ing the emergent leader of a group as that m~~~er who talks most fre—

quently, independent of the content of his verbalizations (Bass , 1949; —

Norfl eet, 1948; Bales , 1953; Borgotta & Bales, 1956; Kirsh , Lodahi &

Haire, 1959; Riecken , 1958; Rogula & ~ul ian , 1973). Sorrentino and

- - -~~~~~~~~ •~~ - 
- -
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Bcutillier (1975), for example , investigaged the relationshi p between

quantity and quality of verbal interacti on on the leadership process .

Their results indicate that while quality of verbal interaction was

found to predict perceived di f ferences on such variables as ocxvpetence,

inf thence, and contributicm to the group’s gal , only quanity of verbal

arrnunication predicred perceived differences in leadership ability .

Qir data lends itself for further testing of Sorrentino and Boutillier ’s

(1975) resul ts . The ca~plete record of the verbal transacticns — the

nuther of words spoken , tint length of the verbali zati ons, and the content

and order of can-tunications -- enabled us to test the relati onshicç be-

tween the quantity of verbal carmmications and the rankings on all socio—

metrics . Specifically , we measur ed the quanti ty of verbal interaction

by the nuith er of utterances and by the nunter of opinions stated . Neither

of the se measures were significant in predicting the peer ranking criterion

for any of the socionttrics except one -- “Who has the most ability to

think critically and analytically?” The relationship between the quantity of

verbal ccvmunicatio n and the peer rankings for the question “Who s1-~~ s the

best overall leade rship quali ti es?” is of particular interes t in view of

the Sorrentino and Boutillier (1975) findi ngs . No correlation was found

between the ranking based on the quanity of verbal canuunicatIon and the

actual peer rankings for this question. This is not surprising , hobqever,

since quanity of verbal can~~nication was not frequently mentioned in the

protocols as being an impor tant leadership quality for - our subjects .

The findings of this study also have implications to the large body

of research on leader behavior . Speci fically , they indicate that judgaN3nts

about leadership mey be the outcome of an attribution process , that the

causal models undergirding the attribution process nv~y be cximon to a

specific population , and that the models m~y include variables not pre-

~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~ 
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vicus].y suggested in the literature . ~~~~~ Z’titual Influence factor is an

exanple of this latter point. It is not given specific attention in

such leader behavior theories as Path-Goal , Contingency or Consideration

and Initiating Structure. Rollarxl er (1976) has also noted the importance

of a simi lar factor in the leadership process when he refer s to a “trans-

actional ” social exchange. This “has to do with the leader-fol lower re-

lationship in the aggregate , including the followers perceptions and

expectations , the availability of two-way influence , and exchange re-

wards ” ( p . 1) . (Xir findings not only indicate that a nuitua l in-

f luenc ing exchange is a vital caiponent in one-to-one relationships , but

that it is also important for a leader to have this type of exchange with

the majority of the group n~~bers in order to ~ erge as the leader .

C~r findings also serve to amplify and suppor t previous research

on leader bahavior. The descriptors of the !4itual Influence factor for

example, clearly suggest that the two el~~~nts of partici pation --
participative decision making and participative supervision -- are can-

pcnents of Mutual Influence, with the distinction that attEmpts to in-

fluence are initiated by both individuals without being overly dogn~tic

and aggressive in ones vicws. In addition , descriptors of the Social-

Directive parameter e.g. “initiates the discussion , ” “tries to get responses

fran other people, ” “brings group back on track , ” “gives the group struc ture ,

assigns various task s, ” “pushes over ideas in a pleasant way, ” “able to look

at both sides and reach a conclusion” , etc. clearly suggest that aspects

of the Consideration and Initiating Structure dimtnsions are represented

in this parameter. At the sam~e tint the behavioral descripto rs of the S-D

par~~~ter - extend the operational and noncçerational meanings of these

two dimensions.

- —- —~~~~~~~- : :~~~~~~~~~T - 
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In sun, the goal of this research was to utilize protocol tracing

tethniques to e~pirically derive and test descriptive4redictive medels

of the t~~ ight process in which individuals engage while rating their

peers. Overall, the results are supportive of the feasibility of apply-

ing information processing metbods to derive and operatiaialize person

perception theory in general, and in particular , the peer nanthation pro-

cess. The methodology also allows for a direct testing of other kinds

of behavioral parameters (e.g. the importance o - nonverbal listening, the

quanity of verbal ccznnunication, etc.) Finally, our research findings

suggest the need to approach leadership research as an attribution pro-

cess . -

_____________________________
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I P J~yie1s

Table 1

Sur~ry of Key Parar~~ters for each Sociat~ tric Question

Frequency Stated
Sociatetric Primary Factors in Protocols

1. Who w~xxld you go to for help ME 32%

on a tough prth1~~? L 32%

2. Who is pulling nost for the S-D 27%

grc*xp? L 27%

QVC 24%

3. ~~~ is best at handling pecple?- S—D 42%

ML 31%

4. Who has the nost ability to think ___ 33%

critically and analytically? C/S 33%

5. With whan can you work best? ME 60%

6. ~~~ has the greatest independence No clear

of t1~~ ght? indication

7. Who sha~s the best overall S-D 48%

leadership qualities? MI - 32%

-
~~ 
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33.
Table 2 IP Wodels

&mmary of Spearman Rank Correlation be~.’een
Actual Aggregate Peer Rankings and Predict ions
based Upon the Mode ls

Socia~~tric & Models Groups +

1 2 3- ~ 6a 7 8 9b 10

1. Who would you go to
for help on a tough
problem?

Model: L + MI .830* .669 .875* .758* 975* 937** .633 .642 .758*

Alternative Model: L .9l9** .785* •928** .785* .625 1.000** .893** .642 .571

2. Who is pulling nost
for the group?

Model: S—D + QVC .847* .768* .938** .964** l.000** .821* .929** .029 .634

Alternative !~tx3el: S—D .946** .946** .928** 99l** .700 955** .964** .486 .875*

3. Who is best at hand—
]ing people?

~k j3e1: S—D + MI 777* .705 •777* .571 .925* .286 .946** .486 .938**

Alternative Model: S—D .830* 714* 777* 598 975* .813* 964** .486 .875*

4. Who has the nost
abili ty to think
critically and
analytically?
Model: Q’~~ + C/S .821* .535 .964** 964** .725 .785* .830* .414 .705

Alternative Model: QVC .964** .928** .964** .883* .900* . 750* .830* .514 . 705

5. With whan can you work
best?
Model: MI .982** .821* 857* .839* .925* .723* .607 .814 . 741*

7. Who sha~is the best
overall leadership
qualities?
?~b3e1: S—D + MI .902** .688 .857* .929** 875 .741* .964** .557 .580
Alternative Model:

Dir + MI .821* .634 .902** .902** .900** 795* .929* .771 759*

a 5

b~~_ 6

~~ ~ .05

**2 ~.0l

+ Videotape audio did not record precluding analysis of Group 5.
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34.
IP Mode]s

Table 3

Stznnaxy of the CunTmllative Frequencies of
Rank Deviations for all Socianetrice

Socicmetric & Model Rank Deviations

1 -  0 — .5 1 — 1.5 2 — 2 5  3 —  3 , 5  ~4

1. WIun would you go to f or
help on a tough problem?
Model: L + MI 28 23 4 5 0 98.75
Alternative Model: L* 30 22 3 5 0 85.5

2. Who is pulling nost for
the group?
Model: S—D + QVC~ 38 14 4 3 1 89.5
Alternative Model: S—D 31 16 9 2 2 118.0

3. Who is best at handling
people?
Model: S—D + MI* . 29 16 14 1 0 95.25
Alternative Model: S—D 28 16 14 2 0 98.5

4. Who has the nost abili ty
to think critically and
analytically?
Model: QVC + C/S 19 18 6 3 0 75.25
Alternative Model: QVC* 33 18 7 2 0 73.5

5. With whan can you work best?
Model: MI 25 22 12 1 0 84.5

7. Who sh *Qs the best overall
leadership qualities?
Model: 8-D + MI 30 21 6 2 1 89.5
Alternative Model: Dir + MI * 29 26 2 2 1 77.5

*5~j~ of squared deviations is least

—a 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  4
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IP Models

Table 4

Speanra n Rank Q rr elations for the Pr edictions of a Model With and

Without Nonverbal Ccm~nications

With whan can you work best?

Model: Mutual Influen ce

+Group Verba l Verbal & Nonverbal
(give and take) (dogmatic & aggressive )

1 .929~~ .982**

2 .429 
. 

.821*

3 .857* .857*

4 .839* .839*

6a .075 .925*

7 .384 .723*

8 .607 .607

9b .243 .814

10 .489 .741*

a~~~~5

b~~~~6

+ Videotape audio did not record ~reclucUn9 an~]ysis of Grow 5~
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